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GENERAL KNIFE SAFETY WORD SEARCH PUZZLE

D H E F H F A A R D
C A N D O Z N L U I
G Q N L A S M H P R
Z Q D G E L E O Z E
Z E K I E M B H L C
D P V F A R Z N N T
H C T A C Y O X D I
A Y W P B W I U Z O
Q T T P M R V W S N
H M Z D P S E C L F

Use the following clues from the information about general knife safety to circle the missing words in the word search puzzle above:

- Dull knives are more _____ than sharp knives.
- When using a knife, cut in a _____ away from your body and appendages.
- Do not attempt to _____ a dropped knife.
- Never run or climb while carrying a knife with an unprotected _____.
- When not being used, keep pocket knife blades _____.

Note: Word may be written upwards/downwards, laterally, or diagonally in the puzzle and spelled forwards or backwards in all directions.